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Using Photoshop Elements to create memes Create a meme in Photoshop
Elements For this tutorial, we are going to create a humorous meme by combining
a cat picture with a person. We will first use a stock image, and then add text and
a cat’s face. Import a stock photo To begin, download a picture of a cat. You can

find free image stock photos on Pixabay.com Open your stock photo. Create a new
Photoshop document, set the size to 600 x 1200 pixels (other size options should
work as well), and save it as a PNG file. Create a new Photoshop document Copy

the cat’s face from your stock photo to the document (you can see the cat face as
a white mask). Apply a mask Go back to the cat stock photo. Choose Select >
Color Range and fill the Selection with black. Add a mask and cut out the cat’s
face Apply a mask Open your cat stock photo in Photoshop Elements. Choose

Select > Color Range again to select the entire cat’s face, and then choose Edit >
Define Mask. Open the mask and select Edit > Cut Out. Edit your cat’s face Define

the mask Define the mask Cut out the cat’s head Use other stock photos Not all
stock photos come with a face. You can use whatever stock photo you like. Adobe
Stock is a website full of high-quality stock photos that you can use for free. Open

your stock photo. Apply a mask, and then Edit > Cut Out to cut out the
foreground. Edit a background photo Not all photos have a solid background. You
can change the background of your image by using a transparent or transparent
color. In Photoshop Elements, go to Adjust > Create a new adjustment layer. Set
the color to transparent and click OK. Create a new adjustment layer Change the

background Change the background Create a new adjustment layer Click OK. Your
background is transparent now. Go to Filter > Blur > Gaussian Blur to blur the

background and create a blurry background. Create a new adjustment layer Blur
the background Rename your layer to Inner Blur Here is the final result.
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Last week, in The Loop, a short series exploring new technology and business
development coming out of The University of Chicago Booth School of Business,
Tyler Seals and Sean Williams looked at the interplay between the financial sector
and technology companies. Though the authors were skeptical that new financial
innovations would arise with sufficient frequency to revolutionize the industry,
they are optimists in the sense that technologies will increasingly make the world
of finance more efficient, more transparent, and perhaps even friendlier to
innovative investors. The authors note some of the potential benefits that
companies could expect if their financial information could be made accessible
and transparent. These include lower costs and risk, fewer regulatory issues, more
accurate and efficient markets, and greater acceptance of innovative
instruments.-g006){#polymers-12-00451-f006} ![The chemical structure of PBAE
(**a**) and the schematic illustration of PBAE in hydrogel
(**b**).](polymers-12-00451-g007){#polymers-12-00451-f007} ![The structure of
PBAE self-crosslinked hydrogel, and the schematic illustration of PBAE in self-
crosslinked hydrogel (**a**). SEM images of the PBAE/SA hydrogel (**b**) and the
PBAE/PEG hydrogel (**c**), magnification 40×. Absorption spectra of PBAE/SA
hydrogel (**d**) and PBAE/PEG hydrogel (**e**), insets are photographs of the
corresponding hydrogel before and after dipping into water. UV-Vis spectra of the
PBAE/SA hydrogel (**f**) and the PBAE/PEG hydrogel
(**g**).](polymers-12-00451-g008){#polymers-12-00451-f008} The relationship
of antidepressant use in psychiatric inpatients to the rate of psychiatric
hospitalization and violent criminal acts. In a retrospective cohort study of
patients discharged from all acute care psychiatric hospitals in the state of
Connecticut between 1981 and 1986, we found that patients who had been
prescribed a tricyclic antidepressant were at a significantly higher risk for
psychiatric hospitalization than patients who had been prescribed other
antidepressant medications (relative risk = 1.7). This association remained robust
when controlling for a wide range of potentially confounding

What's New in the?

Q: How do I enforce a logical condition on a new object's "when" method in
RSpec? I am writing a spec for a model and need to test a new method that would
be called on a newly instantiated object. The method's receiver is an object that is
built based on the values of another object's attribute. I've distilled my example to
the following: class Post belongs_to :user def title_changed? user.location ==
"New York" end end describe Post, "when user.location == New York" do it
"should raise an exception" do post = Post.new expect { post.title_changed? }.to
raise_error(NoMethodError) end end This spec is failing to pass. It's executing the
title_changed? method, but I am expecting the error to be raised. When I run the
spec, here is what happens in the console: It seems like the spec is working at
method level rather than attribute, how do I get it to work properly? A: I don't
think that's how you want to do it: when does in particular allow you to test object
properties, so Post#title_changed? is an inappropriate method name. When is
basically considered a failure unless it does exactly what it says on the tin. You
might consider: describe Post, "when user.location == New York" do it "will raise
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an exception" do post = Post.new expect { post.title_changed? }.to
raise_error(NoMethodError) end end To demonstrate the difference, a normal
instance method will handle the exception nicely: class Post def title_changed?
raise NoMethodError end end irb(main):001:0> post = Post.new => #
irb(main):002:0> post.title_changed? => NoMethodError: undefined method
`title_changed?' for # Whereas a when version
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